VIDEO/ PHOTO-VOICE FOR
REMOTE MONITORING AND
EVALUATION
TRANSLATE A ' MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE STORY' INTO A
MOVIE

5-day online training enabling participants to visualize
remotely stories for monitoring and evaluation

3 - 7 January, 2022
CONTACT +31 (0) 24 350 44 37 OR E-MAIL
FACCOM@XS4ALL.NL

Purpose of the training

Visualize people-centered stories
remote monitoring and evaluation

for

‘Most significant change stories’ support and
provide in-depth knowledge about changes created.
A lot of changes, created through a humanitarian
intervention, are not really tangible. Especially
behaviour change of people, leading to changing
practices can be captured through ‘most significant
change’ stories. Both video and photo-voice are
excellent tools to collect these stories.

At the end of the training participants:
Know participants how to transform ‘most
significant change stories’ into a video or photovoice story and know how to utilize these for
monitoring and evaluation purposes;
Get acquainted with ‘good’ and ‘bad’ examples of
videos;
Get information about basic camera and sound
techniques and suggestions on how to make an
attractive, short video or photo-voice story.
Will develop a story board, film and edit.
The training is dynamic and practical. Participants will
develop a two - five minute video and receive
feedback.

The corona crisis has created new opportunities in
doing monitoring and evaluation on a different way.
The availability of mobile devices and virtual
conferencing tools has provided opportunities to
capture video and photo-voice stories from remote
areas, where humanitarian workers have limited
access in situations of crisis.
The art of video making is to translate a story into a
movie by capturing images. How does a good
video or photo-voice story look like? How do you
develop a story? What approach to use for
collecting ‘most significant change stories’? How do
you translate this story into a short movie? During
this online training you will get acquainted on how
to tell a ‘most significant change story’ by video
images or photos. Watch a number of
(participatory) video productions incl change stories
at https://www.youtube.com/user/simonkoolwijk

For who?
This online training is for professionals
working on humanitarian crisis interventions or
development projects, where people centered
in-depth stories provide added value for
baseline assessment, monitoring & evaluation,
communication and advocacy.

Program
This training includes little theory and a lot of practice. During the training participants will get
acquainted with examples on how to develop and integrate ‘ most significant change stories’
into a video or photo-voice story. Hereafter, participants will design their own script and
storyboard, followed by camera practicals and real video or photo-voice interviews.
Participants will gain editing skills and finally produce a 2 – 5 minute video. The online course
is divided over 5 days, having daily interactive online sessions of 3 hours (9.30 - 12.30 hrs
CET) through video conferencing, followed by practicals which will take average 1 - 2 hours
per day. Sessions on day 1 and 2 will take up to 15.00 hrs. CET. (Thus it will require average
5 hours per day to participate in this training).

Day 1: Introduction, review of own working context, motivations and introduction to ‘ most
significant change’ and on how transfer this to a video/ photo voice story. Introduction to
storytelling and exercises in basic camera techniques. Kick-off story development and
research.
Day 2: Review practicals and research, feedback on individual stories and finalizing script
development. Kick off shooting.
Day 3: Introduction to editing, kick-off editing and online coaching.
Day 4: Presentation first draft videos and feedback. Shooting additional footage or recording
voice over. Second round of editing and coaching.
Day 5: Final screening of the participants’ films and dialogue. Discussion on how and when
to apply video or photo-voice in the work situation and evaluation of the training.

Price: Euro 795.- (excluding VAT) per participant
Place: Online
What is needed:
Camera/ mobile phone, laptop and if possible a microphone and a tripod.
Dates: 3 - 7 January, 2022, daily online meetings from 9.30 - 12.30 CET, except for day 1 and
day 2. Then the sessions will take to 15.00 hours.
Deadline for registration: 15th November, 2021
Early bird registration: In case you register before the 1st September, 2021, you will get a
reduction of 50.- Euro.
Download instructions editing software
We advice you to buy and download editing software from Adobe Premiere 2020 or 2021 in
advance.

The trainer
Simon Koolwijk has more than 10 years’ experience in
conducting participatory video interventions and
evaluations. Simon is both a filmmaker and (online)
facilitator and has combined both expertise areas into
participatory video interventions and evaluations in the
areas of involving people's voices in humanitarian
crises interventions, social accountability processes,
youth development and biodiversity and nature
preservation projects.

Interested to participate?
Contact Simon Koolwijk,
Facili2transform
e-mail. info@facili.nl
telno. +31 24 350 44 37
of +31 6 106 24 575
website: www.facili.nl

